This study investigates the response of a global model of the climate to the quadrupling of the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. The model consists of (1) a general circulation model of the atmosphere, (2) a heat and water balance model of the continents, and (3) a simple mixed layer model of the oceans. It has a global computational domain and realistic geography. For the computation of radiative transfer, the seasonal variation of insolation is imposed at the top of the model atmosphere, and the fixed distribution of cloud cover is prescribed as a function of latitude and of height. It is found that with some exceptions, the model succeeds in reproducing the large-scale characteristics of seasonal and geographical variation of the observed atmospheric temperature. The climatic effect of a CO2 increase is determined by comparing statistical equilibrium states of the model atmosphere with a normal concentration and with a 4 times the normal concentration of CO2 in the air. It is found that the warming of the model atmosphere resulting from the CO2 increase has significant seasonal and latitudinal variation. Because of the absence of an albedo feedback mechanism, the warming over the Antarctic continent is somewhat less than the warming in high latitudes of the northern hemisphere. Over the Arctic Ocean and its surroundings, the warming is much larger in winter than summer, thereby reducing the amplitude of seasonal temperature variation. It is concluded that this seasonal asymmetry in the warming results from the reduction in the coverage and thickness of the sea ice. The warming of the model atmosphere results in an enrichment of the moisture content in the air and an increase in the poleward moisture transport. The additional moisture is picked up from the tropical ocean and is brought to high latitudes where both precipitation and runoff increase throughout the year. Further, the time of rapid snowmelt and maximum runoff becomes earlier.
INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering work of Callender [1938] , many studies have been made on the climatic impact of an anthropogenic increase in the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. Earlier studies of this topic [Plass, 1956; Kondratiev and Niilisk, 1960; Kaplan, 1960; M611er, 1963] contain an evaluation of the temperature change at the earth's surface in response to an increase of the CO2 concentration based upon the consideration of the surface radiation balance. One of the basic shortcomings of this approach is that it cannot properly incorporate the influence of the atmospheric heat balance upon the temperature change of the earth's surface. As was demonstrated by M611er [1963] , this approach leads to rather unreliable results. Manabe and Wetheraid [1967] avoided this difficulty by using a radiative convective equilibrium model of the atmosphere in which the heat exchanges among the earth's surface, atmosphere, and outer space are taken into consideration. Studies of the climate sensitivity problem with radiative convective equilibrium models are extensively reviewed by Ramanathan and Coakley [1978] . Refer to their review for some of the latest results from this approach.
Obviously, a radiative convective model is a highly simplified model of the atmosphere and does not contain some of the important dynamical and physical processes such as the snow-albedo feedback mechanism and the dynamics of the large-scale atmospheric circulation. To evaluate the response of the atmosphere to a CO2 increase considering these processes, Wetherald [1975, 1980] used a general circulation model of the atmosphere with a limited computational domain, idealized geography, and annual mean ables are represented by a finite number of spherical harmonics. The model predicts the rate of change of the spectral components by computing the tendencies from the prognostic equations at all grid points and by transforming them to the spectral domain. This transform method originally proposed by Orsag [1970] and Eliassen et al. [1970] yields an accuracy comparable with the conventional spectral method [e.g., Platzman, 1960] . It also consumes much less computer time than the latter when the spectral resolution of a model is high. Obviously, the horizontal resolution of a spectral representation of a field depends upon the degree of spectral truncation. The numerical time integration of the prognostic equations are conducted by a semi-implicit method in which the linear and nonlinear components of the rate of change of a variable are separated and are time-integrated implicitly and explicitly, respectively. To prevent the growth of fictitious computational solutions, a time-smoothing technique developed by Robert [1966] is applied at each time step. The smoothing constant a is chosen to be 0.02.
The dynamical component of the model described above is developed by Gordon and Stern [1974] and is very similar to the spectral model developed by Bourke [1974] and Hoskins and Simmons [1975] . The reader is referred to these papers for further details. The performance of this spectral model of the atmosphere general circulation is evaluated in detail by Manabe et al. [1979b] .
The physical processes incorporated into the model are nearly identical with those used in the general circulation model of Holloway and Manabe [1971] . A brief description of these processes follows.
Condensation of water vapor is predicted whenever supersaturation is indicated in the prognostic equation of water vapor. Snowfall is predicted when the air temperature at an altitude of 300 m falls below the freezing temperature. Otherwise, rainfall is predicted. Refer to Manabe et al. [1965] for further details of prognostic system of water vapor.
For the computation of terrestrial radiation, a scheme of Rodgers and Walshaw [1966] as modified by Stone and Manabe [1968] is used. For the computation of solar radiation flux, the scheme developed by Lacis and Hansen [1974] is used after minor modification.
The seasonal and latitudinal variation of insolation is prescribed at the top of the model atmosphere. For the sake of simplicity, the diurnal variation is removed from the insolation. The depletion of solar radiation and the transfer of terrestrial radiation is computed by taking into consideration the effects of clouds, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. The mixing ratio of carbon dioxide is assumed to be constant everywhere. A zonally uniform distribution of ozone is specified as a function of latitude, height, and season by use of the data compiled by Hering and Borden [1964] and London [1962] . Cloud cover is assumed to be zonally uniform and invariant with respect to time. The annual mean distribution of cloud cover used for this study is determined based upon the studies of London [1957] and $asamori and London [1972] . The distribution of water vapor is determined from the time integration of the prognostic equation of water vapor.
Heat and Water Balance Model of the Continents
Surface temperatures over the continents are determined by the boundary condition that no heat is stored in the soil (i.e., the net fluxes of solar and terrestrial radiation and the turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat locally add to zero). For the computation of the net downward flux of solar radiation, the surface albedos are prescribed as a function of latitude over oceans and geographically over continents based upon the study of Posey and Clapp [1964] . However, these albedos are replaced by higher values whenever snow cover or sea ice are simulated.
The albedos for snow cover are mainly determined by latitude and the snow depth. below a critical value equivalent to 1 cm of precipitable water, the albedos are reduced. Referring to the study by Kung et al. [1964] , it is assumed that snow albedo decreases from the values in Table I to the lower albedo of underlying soil suface as a square root function of snow depth (represented in water equivalent). Note that the albedo of the snow-free surface over the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets is almost as large as the albedo for deep snow so that there is little albedo feedback when the snow melts.
The change of soil moisture is computed from the rates of rainfall, evaporation, snowmelt, and runoff. A change of snow depth is predicted as a net contribution from snowfall, sublimation, and snowmelt, the last being determined from the heat budget requirement. For further details of the hydrologic computations over the continental surface, refer to Manabe [1969a] .
Mixed Layer Ocean Model
It is well known that the oceans have a far reaching influence upon climate. Oceans are the source of moisture for the hydrologic cycle. The oceans also have a large heat capacity and thus reduce the amplitude of the seasonal temperature variation. In addition, ocean currents influence climate through horizontal heat transport. The mixed layer model of ocean used for this study includes the first two of these three influences but lacks the third one, the horizontal heat transport. The sensitivity of a climate model, which incorporates a three-dimensional ocean model with ocean currents, is the subject of future investigation.
In this study the mixed layer of the ocean is simplified as a vertically isothermal layer of static water with uniform thickness. Over the ice-free region, the prognostic equation for the mixed layer temperature Tm is
at Co' H where Co is the heat capacity of water, and H is the thickness of the mixed layer ocean. Q, the rate of net heat gain by the ocean, is defined by the following equation
where fred is the flux of net downward radiation (including both solar and terrestrial radiation), fsH and fLH are upward fluxes of sensible and latent heat, respectively. The heat exchange between the mixed layer and the deeper layers of the oceans is not taken into consideration.
Over the ice covered region, the temperature of the mixed layer ocean remains at the freezing point (i.e., -2øC). Thus the rate of its change is zero.
The albedo of the mixed layer ocean, necessary for the computation of the net radiation flux at the ocean surface, is prescribed as a function of latitude. When the ocean is covered by sea ice, a higher value of surface albedo is assigned. where Sf and So denote the rates of snowfall and sublimination (in water equivalent). M and F are rates of melting and freezing of sea ice, respectively. In this equation the effect of ice advection by wind stress and ocean currents is not taken into consideration. In the presence of sea ice, the temperature of the mixed layer ocean is at the freezing point, and the heat conduction through the sea ice is balanced by the latent heat of freezing or melting at the bottom of the sea ice. The freezing and melting at the ice bottom, together with the melting at the ice top, sublimation, and snowfall determines the change of ice thickness. For further details, see Bryan [1969] and Manabe [1969b].
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The climatic impacts of an increase in the CO2 content of the atmosphere are investigated based upon a comparison between the climate of the model with the normal concentration of CO2 (i.e., 300 ppm) and another model climate with 4 times the normal concentration (i.e., 1200 ppm). One could have investigated the consequences of a smaller difference in the CO2 concentration. Instead, the CO2 content is altered by a substantial factor for ease of discriminating the CO2 induced change from the natural fluctuation of the model climate [Leith, 1973] . Following the normal practice, the climates with the normal and with 4 times the normal CO2 concentrations are obtained from the long-term integrations of the model described in the preceding section. (Hereafter, these two integrations are identified as the 1 x CO2 and 4 x CO2 experi- Manabe and Bryan [1969] developed an economical method in which a very long-term integration of the oceanic part of the joint model is synchronized with a relatively short-term integration of the atmospheric part of the model. Thus they reduced the disparity between the two parts of the model in approaching toward a statistically stationary climate. The consequence is a shortening of the period of atmospheric integration by a substantial factor.
For the present study their method is modified such that it is applicable to the time integration of the joint model with seasonal variation of insolation. In this modified version the time integration of the atmospheric part of the model over the period of an accelerated seasonal cycle is synchronized with a full 1 year integration of the oceanic part of the model. At the beginning of the integration, the period of the accelerated seasonal cycle for the atmospheric model is chosen to be 1/16 of a year (i.e., 365/16 = 23 days). The period increases in several steps and becomes a full year (i.e., 365 days) toward the end of the integration. Table 2 tabulates the length and number of the atmospheric seasonal cycles for each experiment.
During a time integration, the quantities which are transreitted from the atmospheric to the oceanic part of the joint model are the exchange rates of momentum, heat, water, and ice (including snow). On the other hand, the distributions of sea surface temperature and sea ice thickness are transmitted from the oceanic to the atmospheric part of the model. atmosphere mixed layer ocean model toward a stable equilib-land and off the east coast of the Asian continent, the simurium climate is faster than the corresponding approach of the lated temperature is much too low in both February and Auactual joint ocean-atmosphere system, in which the heat ex-gust, probably caused by a lack of oceanic heat transport in change between the mixed layer and the deeper layers of the the mixed layer ocean model. This is consistent with an overocean takes place. As was discussed by Thompson and $chnei-abundance of sea ice in these regions during winter. On the der [1979] and in the recent report of the National Academy of other hand, the surface air is too warm by several degrees Sciences [1979] , this heat exchange substantially delays the response of the climate to an increase in the CO• concentration in the atmosphere. surface air temperature, the margins of snow and sea ice, and the hemispheric mean radiation budget. This encouraged the authors to use this model for the present sensitivity study.
THERMAL RESPONSE
This section contains the discussion of temperature changes in the model atmosphere which occur in response to the quadrupling of CO2 content in the air. As was explained in section 3, the model response is computed as a difference between the 4 x CO: and I x CO: atmospheres.
Annual Mean Response
The latitude-height distribution of the difference of zonal mean temperature between the 4 x CO: and 1 x CO: atmosphere is shown in Figure 14 . This figure indicates a general warming of the model troposphere and a cooling of the stratosphere resulting from the quadrupling of the CO2 content. The warming is particularly pronounced in the lowest layers in high altitudes and is relatively small in the tropics, resulting in a general reduction of the meridional temperature gradient in the lower model troposphere. As was discussed by Manabe and Wetheraid [1975] , this reduction of meridional temperature gradient results from (1) the poleward retreat of highly reflective snow cover and sea ice and (2) the increase in the poleward latent heat transport.
In lower latitudes the magnitude of the warming near the earth's surface is further reduced by the effect of moist convection which tends to adjust the static stability of the atmosphere toward the moist adiabatic lapse rate. Since the moist adiabatic lapse rate reduces with increasing air temperature, it is expected that the CO:-induced warming in the upper troposphere is larger than the warming near the earth's surface. Thus moist convection is partly responsible for the smallness of the warming near the earth's surface in low latitudes. coming solar radiation at the top of the model atmosphere, the difference in the northern hemisphere increases with increasing latitude polewards of 30øN, whereas in the southern hemisphere the difference has local maximum along the periphery of the Antarctic continent, but it is smaller over the continent. As a whole, the northern hemisphere change of the net incoming solar radiation (or planetary albedo) which is caused by the poleward retreat of highly reflective snow cover and sea ice is significantly larger than the corresponding change in the southern hemisphere. Since the surface albedo of continental ice sheet is assumed to be almost as large as that of snow cover, the disappearance of snow cover over the Antarctic continent does not result in the significant reduction of surface albedo and the further warming of overlying atmosphere. (Note also that partly because of the high-surface ele- vation, the surface temperature over most of the Antarctic ice sheet is usually too low for the overlying snow to melt because of the warming). Thus the change of net incoming solar radiation is relatively small over the Antarctic continent despite the general warming caused by the CO2 increase. In short, the contribution of the snow albedo feedback mechanism is relatively small over the Antarctic continent. This accounts for the interhemispheric difference in warming described above. In addition, the surface temperature of a continental ice sheet can not exceed the freezing temperature (i.e., 0øC) owing to the ice melting. This effect also acts to reduce the magnitude of the warming over the outer edge of the Antarctic ice sheet and contributes to the interhemispheric difference in warming.
There is a possibility that the interhemispheric difference in temperature change discussed above is exaggerated by the model. Around the Antarctic continent in the 1 x CO: model, the temperature of the mixed layer ocean is too high and the area of sea ice coverage is too narrow as described in section 4. Therefore the contribution of the sea ice albedo feedback mechanism over the Circum-Antarctic Ocean may be less than the actual contribution.
Owing to the interhemispheric difference in the temperature change in high latitudes discussed above, the area mean warming in the northern hemisphere is 4.5øC and is significantly larger than the area mean warming of 3.6øC in the southern hemisphere. The global mean difference of surface air temperature between the two experiments is 4.1øC, im- Figure 17 , it is observed that the sea ice from the 4 x CO,• experiment is everywhere less than the sea ice from the 1 x CO,• experiment. Therefore it is reasonable that the 1 x CO,• atmosphere is insulated by thicker sea ice from the influence of the underlying sea water so that it has a more continental climate with a larger seasonal variation of temperature than the 4 x CO,• atmosphere. Although the poleward retreat of highly reflective snow cover and sea ice is mainly responsible for the large annual mean warming in high latitudes, the change of the thermal insulation effect of sea ice strongly influences the seasonal variation of the warming over the polar regions as is discussed below. It is of interest that the older results from an energy balance model of Sellers [1974] indicates the winter maximum of senslight cooling appears in the surface layer. The influence of sitivity which is in qualitative agreement with the results from stable stratification mentioned above is an additional factor the present study. However, his winter maximum appears to which enhances the high latitude warming in winter.
result from a somewhat different mechanism which has not
The seasonal variation of the CO2 warming described in been fully identified by the present authors. 
Geographical Response
The geographical distribution of the difference in annual mean surface air temperature between the 4 x CO2 and I x CO2 atmospheres is shown in Figure 23a . This figure indicates that the distribution of the CO2-induced change in the annual mean surface air temperature is highly zonal and reveals the characteristics which are identified in the previous subsection on the zonal mean response (i.e., large polar warming, relatively small warming in the tropics, and the interhemispheric asymmetry in warming between two polar regions).
The difference in the surface air temperature for the December-January-February period is shown in Figure 23b hanced by the melting of highly reflective sea ice in the Okhotsk Sea. As pointed out in section 4, the sea ice coverage over the Okhotsk Sea is exaggerated in the 1 x CO2 simulation. Therefore it is probable that the northwest Pacific coastal warming is overestimated owing to the exaggerated influence of the sea ice albedo feedback mechanism. In Figure 23b one can identify small areas of CO2-induced cooling over subtropical portions of the southern hemisphere continent. These areas approximately coincide with the area where soil becomes wetter, so that the evaporative ventilation is enhanced in response to the CO2 increase. In view of the predominance of small-scale computational noise in the spacial variation of the CO2-induced change of soil moisture, it may not be reasonable, however, to take these geographical characteristics of the temperature difference in the southern hemisphere of the model too literally.
The difference in the surface air temperature for the JuneJuly-August season is shown in Figure 23c . Although one can identify some longitudinal variation in the CO:-induced warming, it is not certain that these small-scale variations are significant in view of the interannual variability of the 3-month mean surface air temperature. Confirming the description in the preceding subsection on the zonal mean response, Figure 23c indicates the small Arctic warming and the belt of relatively large warming at around 60øN.
HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE
This section describes the changes in the hydrologic characteristics of the model in response to the quadrupling of the CO: content in the atmosphere. The results described above indicate that the latitudinal distribution of the water balance at the earth's surface is significantly altered from the 1 x CO2 to the 4 x CO2 experiment. This is evident in Figure 25 , which illustrates the latitudinal distributions of zonal mean differences in (P -E) between the two experiments over continents, oceans and both regions. (Note that (P -E) is equal to the rate of the net water gain by the earth's surface. The balance requirement of soil moisture over the model continents requires that the annual mean (P -E) is equal to the annual mean rate of runoff in the absence of interannual variation of soil moisture storage.) As one can infer from Figure 24 and the discussion in the preceding paragraph, the earth's surface (including both oceans and continents) loses moisture in low latitudes and gains it in high latitudes in response to the CO2 increase. Further examination of Figure 25 reveals that the increase in (P -E) in high latitudes occurs over both oceans and continents, whereas (P -E) in low latitudes reduces significantly only over the oceans. These results may be summarized as follows. In the 4 x CO2 experiment, more moisture is taken from the tropical oceans than the 1 x CO2 experiment. This additional moisture is brought not only to the oceans but also to the continents in high latitudes and thus accounts for an increase in the rate of runoff over the high latitude portions of the continents. Figure 25 , (P -E) fails to decrease significantly over the continents in low latitudes despite the probable loss of moisture resulting from the increase in the moisture transport toward high latitudes. This loss of moisture is compensated by the enhancement of the monsoonal transport of moisture from oceans to continents in low latitudes mainly owing to the increase of the moisture content in the air (see Manabe and Wetheraid [1980] for further discussion of the change in the monsoonal transport).
Annual Mean Response

According to
The distributions of the difference in (P -E) between the 4 x CO2 and 1 x CO2 experiments, which is described above, resembles qualitatively the corresponding difference obtained by Manabe and Wetheraid [1980] from their simple general circulation model with a limited computational domain and idealized geography. However, there are some differences between the two results. For example, the change of (P -E) over continents in the subtropics, which is obtained from the study of Manabe and Wetheraid [1980] , has a small positive value, whereas it is difficult to determine the sign of the change from the present model. In Figure 14c in the paper by Manabe and Wetheraid, one can identify a zonal belt of large negative (P-E) difference around 40 ø latitude, which results from the poleward shift of the rain belt in middle latitudes. In the present study a similar belt of enhanced aridity (i.e., nega- 
Seasonal Response
The latitude-time distribution of the zonal mean difference in (P -E) between the 4 x CO2 and 1 x CO2 experiments is shown in Figure 26 . As pointed out already, (P -E) increases in high latitudes and decreases in low latitudes in response to the increase of CO2 concentration. Though there are some exceptions, the general characteristics of the latitudinal distribution of the (P-E) difference described above persist throughout the year.
Over the continents, the belts of both positive and negative (P-E) differences undergo large latitudinal shifts from one season to another (see Figure 26b) . For example, the belt of negative difference is located at about 25øN in January, whereas a wide belt of negative (P -E) difference extends from 30øN to 70øN in May. Concurrently, the belt of positive difference in high latitudes retreats poleward as the season proceeds from winter to summer.
Over the southern hemisphere continents, the distribution of the (P-E) difference in Figure 26b contains small-scale characteristics. Since the fractional coverage of continents is very small poleward of 30øS, it is probable that most of these small-scale features are not significant.
The seasonal variation of the (P-E) change described above causes a corresponding variation of the change in soil wetness. Figure 27 The increase in (P -E) in high latitudes of the northern hemisphere manifests itself as a general increase in the runoff rate. This is seen as a large area of positive values poleward of 60øN on Figure 28 , which illustrates the zonal mean difference in the runoff rate between the 4 x CO2 and 1 x CO2 experiments. The belt of negative runoff difference, which appears parallel to the belt of positive runoff difference in high latitudes in the spring and early summer, is apparently caused by a shift in the time of maximum runoff rate. One can see this shift by comparing Figures 29a and 29b , which show the zonal mean runoff rates for the 1 x CO2 and 4 x CO2 experiments, respectively. On the 1 x CO2 distribution, Figure 29a , the belt of maximum runoff, which is caused by snowmelt, extends from 60øN in May to 80øN in July. While for the 4 x CO: distribution, Figure 29b , the belt of maximum runoff stretches from 60øN in March to 80øN in June. This implies that the maximum runoff rate in the 4 x CO: case is about 1 month earlier than for the 1 x CO: case. This shift is caused by the time of snowmelt occurring earlier in response to the general increase of surface air temperature.
Geographical Distribution
As was discussed in section 4, the geographical distributions of precipitation rate from the 1 x CO: experiment contain many unrealistic features caused partly by the poor spectral resolution of the climate model used for this study. Furthermore, the geographical distribution of the difference in precipitation rate between the 4 x CO2 and 1 x CO2 experiments is dominated by small-scale characteristics. It is suspected that these small-scale features result from the bias of the low reso- lution spectral model which tends to accumulate kinetic energy at relatively high wave numbers (i.e., near the wave numbers of spectral truncation [Manabe et al., 1979b] ). Accordingly, it is decided to postpone the discussion of the geographical aspects of the hydrologic response until the resuits from a model with higher computational resolution becomes available. The numerical time integration of such a model is under progress.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that the sensitivity of a global climate model to an increase of the CO,_ content in the atmosphere has significant seasonal and latitudinal variations. For example, the CO•_-induced warming of the surface air is particularly large in high latitudes owing mainly to the poleward retreat of highly reflective snow cover and sea ice. However, the warming over the Antarctic continent is significantly less than the warming over the Arctic Ocean partly because of the smallness of a snow albedo feedback mechanism over Antarctica.
Over the Arctic Ocean and its neighborhood, the warming of the surface layer of the model atmosphere is much larger in the winter than in the summer. It is found that a reduction of sea ice thickness is an important factor responsible for the seasonal asymmetries in the atmospheric warming. Owing to the reduction (or the disappearance) of highly reflective sea ice, the surface albedo reduces significantly, and the net incoming solar radiation increases markedly in summer in response to an increase of the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. However, the additional solar energy is used either for the melting of sea ice or the warming the mixed layer ocean which has a large heat capacity. Thus the increase of the surface air temperature in summer tums out to be relatively small. However, the additional heat energy, which is absorbed by the oceans during the warm season, delays the appearance of the sea ice or reduces its thickness. This reduces the thermal insulation effect of the sea ice in early winter, when the air-sea temperature difference becomes large, thereby enhancing the warming of the surface atmospheric layer. The winter warming is enhanced further by the stable stratification of the model atmosphere in the winter which confines the warming to the surface layers.
Over the northern hemisphere continents the CO2-induced warming in high latitudes also is at a maximum in early winter, being influenced by the large warming over the Arctic Ocean. However, one can identify a secondary center of relatively large warming around 65øN in April. This results from a large reduction in the surface albedo in spring when the insolation acquires a near maximum intensity. The reduction of snow cover owing to the general warming of the surface air is responsible for this albedo change.
The increase of the global mean surface air temperature in response to the quadrupling of the CO2 concentration in the air is about 4øC. This result suggests that the warming caused by the doubling of CO2 content would be approximately 2øC. This is significantly less than the warming of 3øC obtained from the general circulation model of Manabe and Wetheraid [1975] In addition, it is important to recognize that the present model has a very coarse computational resolution. Therefore, one should not accept literally the details of the geographical distribution of climate change which is obtained from the present study. As mentioned earlier, it is planned to repeat this study by use of a similar climate model which has a higher computational resolution.
A topic for a future study is the process of transition from the present climate to CO:-rich warm climate. As was pointed out by Thompson 
